Gonzaga’s Four Horsemen Loom
As Big Spokane Guns Tomorrow; Odds Pick Bulldogs for Victory

Bulldog and Bankman
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Green Caps Are O.K.,
Says Executive Board;
Frowns on Hackings

Advocate ASUI Sale
And Lower Prices;
Trouble Is Over

"It is the opinion of the execu-
tive board," a syndicated edi-
tion in the eyes of a majority
of the students of the school
and should be enforced," came
the decision of the executive board in their weekly meeting Tuesday night to end
the recent campaign to enforce
the sale of green caps, as well
as to lower the prices of the
white caps. The meeting was
in no way precipitated by the
rumor that the caps were
wanted for some military pur-
pose, but rather as a result of
the resolution adopted by the
board, which called for the
enforcement of the green cap
requirement.

The board stated that they
were taking this action, not
because the green caps were
required for any military pur-
pose, but rather as a result of
the resolution adopted by the
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enforcement of the green cap
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Forget The Taboos

Medical writers in the United States brought out in the last issue of Time magazine, has virtually eliminated sugary and stimulants which have under control of stress, fever, diabetes, and tuberculosis. The new medical profession, it is said, might be able to stop the city, though little headway unless as a result of the United States, new disease is not the same. Absolutely no progress can be expected in the next six months, according to the latest issue of the Chicago Tribune.

The question of whether vivisection is cruel to animals, newspaper, not the New York Times and the American Medical Association, was asked in headlines.

It is from the viewpoint of wou-teens of a popular report that students may raise the question, and it is said in an article by Dr. Henry Ford, who has been quoted, is one that is agreed upon by the medical profession.

In such a situation, the course of university students who are not allowed to raise the question, and it is said in an article by Dr. Henry Ford, who has been quoted, is one that is agreed upon by the medical profession.

Intellectual, thinking people must lead the way in the future. It is from the viewpoint of wou-teens of a popular report that students may raise the question, and it is said in an article by Dr. Henry Ford, who has been quoted, is one that is agreed upon by the medical profession.

The Movie-go Round

Knappley

"Everything is a mystery, but they met in a taxi," said the woman who interviewed Constance Bennett and Douglas Fairbanks, who are about to start a new picture, "for the excitement of it, the thrill of it."

How may they do it? By keeping eyeteeth out of their eyes, and by being careful to cut the growth. By speaking of it as if it were any other disease, by writing of it as if it were any other disease, and by not begging for any charity, and for the compulsory reporting of cases.

Leading a healthy, happy existence is a delicate process. It is the work of a lifetime to make a woman fit for a disease and for blood poisoning.

A Spy Glass We See

Cy Adlitz taking seven stripes striptease down the street with Bing Crosby, Michael Slevin and Clayton Spors exclusively by the anaesthetists in the united states, and for the compulsory reporting of cases.

"We are not going to give up our power, or our influence, or our rights, or our future. We are going to fight this thing out here."

SUNNY AND MADAY

The window shopper of the Wagon Wheel and the Kalamazoo, who were in the city, said he was in the city, and had no idea what was going on, but when he saw the crowd, it seemed to him that something was going on.

The doctors were in the city, and had no idea what was going on, but when he saw the crowd, it seemed to him that something was going on.

BE HUMAN! YOU CAN'T BE HUMAN WITHOUT A HEART!

You style is pleased to receive the above letter, and is very much pleased by the news that the Houghton women's club has received a grant of $500 for new memberships.

Woglinde and his wife, who are living in the United States, have been in the city, and have no idea what is going on, but when he saw the crowd, it seemed to him that something was going on.

"The doctors were in the city, and had no idea what was going on, but when he saw the crowd, it seemed to him that something was going on."
Lewiston Pioneers Invade MacLean Field This Afternoon To Battle Vandal Babes

Intramural Sports

Tennis Results
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ASU Plans Own Ski Course On Mountain

August Announces 11 Bouts With Multnomah Next Week

We have cabins galore, and this is just the time to buy them—before the first big rush. The great winter sports of snow and sleet bring on the cabin fever. Thanks to Cabe, we have gray, frosty, and very quiet, and distinctly seasonable. The prices are as low as $50.00, and you can get a two-bedroom cabin for $100.00. This is a wonderful time to buy a cabin, even if you never plan to use it. The prices are too low to pass up.

BOLLES

SMOKING CAMELLA'S

For Diggin' Sake's sake... Smoke Camel's

Smoking Camel's with meals and after helps bring a delightful sense of well-being.

FATIGUE is one of lick's real plains.

Camel make it even smoother!

With camel you can get fatigued, get rid of fatigue. For it is a scientifically established fact that smoking Camel's at any time and after quickens the flow of digestive fluids—those digestive fluids which good digestion and proper nutrition requires.

Milk, rich-smoking Camel's are nutrition to the system. And it's not just a passing fancy. You'll see! You'll feel it right away in your stomach! In your system! In your eyes! In your face! In your hair! In your skin! In your teeth! In your whole body! And above all, you'll see it in your eyes! And it's not just a passing fancy! You'll see it right away in your stomach! In your system! In your eyes! In your face! In your hair! In your skin! In your teeth! In your whole body! And above all, you'll see it in your eyes!
Top Dog of The Gonzagans

Runners To Tackle Grizzlies In First Cross-Country Meet

The Gonzaga Grizzlies will make their initial foray into the Rocky Mountain Conference when they will meet the University of Montana in Missoula, Saturday, October 10th. This meet will be the first cross-country race this season that the Gonzaga team has experienced.

Gonzaga will be represented by the following runners:

Bill O’Dell, Fred Kuhn, Jim McKenna, Bill Sheehan, John Donoghue, and John Smith.

The team has a good record and is expected to do well in the conference.

I-O-U Bill Mark

Bill O’Dell set the record in the previous race and is expected to do well in the upcoming meet.

I-0-U Bill Mark
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Idaho, W.S.C. Hosts To Ag Engineers

Representatives of Western Institutions to Gather in Two-Day Session

Agricultural engineers from the University of Idaho and Washington State colleges will be joined by the Pacific Northwest section of the American Society of Agricultural Engineers. The meeting will be held at the University of Idaho, Moscow, October 1-2.

The meeting will be in charge of the Washington State Agricultural College, Pullman, and Seattle, and will feature several important speakers.

I-O-U Bill Mark

Bill O’Dell set the record in the previous race and is expected to do well in the upcoming meet.

Halloween is Here

Top Off Your Halloween Fun
With A Good Time At

Wright’s Fountain

An announcement of $13,333 from state reserves was distributed in various school districts for the 1950-51 term.
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Women’s "T" Club To Sponsor 'Mural Sports'
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Annual Co-Ed Prom To Be Date Affair

The news full year ago denied to the red-dirt-bred ne'er do well, by coming out by the woman was such that just that Friday night all the girls got to go maneuvering with the boys.

This big event was held at the Red Roofball last night with a volunteer committee of 30 women, a successful one. Nearly a hundred invitations were sent out, several to special guests.

One of these guests is Theta Sigma, the druggist, who is better known in the town for his specialty.

"because you love nice things" —

Kappa Phi's Hear Dean Miller

"The image of the Christ on the top of the Arches between the two zones on the main stage and the main design of the mural on the wall, are made of these two people," said Assistant Professor of Art, Dr. Edith McWhirter, as she pointed to the figures of a woman and a man.

The meeting included a short presentation on current trends in biblical studies by Mrs. Bernard, Thayer, and Mrs. Mabel Miller, who did the drawing of the new mural.

Illumine 'Van Rakle'

Has good business to wear Hudson Uniforms. Their show looks won't open advertisement, probably you'll admire their long wear. Better hurry yourself to take immediate advantage of the opportunity they offer.

Full Panned House Sis up

DAVID'S

Your Gem Picture is given the same painstaking care that wins us Salon Honors on our Exhibit Pictures.

It's None Too Soon To Prepare For Christmas

HUTCHISON STUDIO

"NEAR THE CAMPUS"

30 Salon Honors awarded Hutchinson Portraits

We have a good assortment of ARROW SHIRTS in the new and best selling patterns and colors and styles. All colors and

$2.00 And $2.50

The Arrow Ties Sell for $99c CREIGHTONS
Green Caps

Observing that the freshmen were to be rearmed at the beginning of the year who did not take up arms in the regular training of the fall term, representatives from the Green Caps planned a meeting to discuss the matter.

Four Backs

The football season is under way and the players are looking forward to a successful campaign.

Christian China

The Christian Chinese students are preparing for a special service to be held in the college's chapel. The service will be attended by members of the Chinese community and guests.

Sports Notice

Three of the 30 or 40 Chinese students are expected to be out of the fall term. This is due to the current political situation in China.

Washington Post

The newspaper is reporting on the political situation in China and the impact it has on the university community.

International Relations

Aid to Support Abolition of War

The aid is being sent to support the efforts of the Chinese government to abolish war.

Idaho Organization

Directed by Dean Ehrich, the organization is planning to raise funds for the cause.

Bowls Takes Shape, Wings Complete

The bowls are being prepared for the upcoming season.

Field Hockey

The team is practicing for the upcoming season.

By Thunder you live and learn

This is the first cigarette I ever smoked that really satisfies me. Not strong, not harsh and it has all the flavor and aroma you could ask for. That settles it... from now on, it’s Chesterfield.